Philip Fear, a radiologist, has helped build
a physicians’ group in Saratoga Springs,
N.Y., to more than 20 doctors. And his
success means that he is often asked to
give lectures to medical groups.
“I’m a happy person,” Dr. Fear,49, said.
But until last year, he was reluctant to
smile because his teeth were badly
stained. Worse, in 2005, he let a dentist
talk him into a gold crown on a tooth, on
the basis that it would last forever while a
porcelain one would have to be replaced
in 20 years.
So last fall, he spent $60,000 for
porcelain veneers. “I feel more confident,”
he said. “I feel a lot better
about my teeth.”
Dr. Fear is among a growing number of
people who are spending tens of thousands of dollars to look a little bit better in
the belief

that it will make a difference in their
careers and their perceptions
of themselves.
“Patients are looking for, ‘How do I
look better, but I have no time to
recuperate in my bed for a week,’ ” said
Michael Gold, a dermatologist whose
practice in Nashville is about 30 percent
cosmetic work. “The trend in all of
cosmetic surgery since Botox came out
is totally noninvasive procedures. Their
numbers are going up.”
AllieWu, 31, said she ground her
teeth while she slept for years. As a
result, her jaw clicked when she opened
and shut her mouth. In 2009, she had
surgery to correct her jaw alignment,
but it made the problem worse. She had
a second procedure to fix the first one
in 2010, but that led to further complications, including nerve damage and
seven lost teeth.
“I could only chew on one side,” she
said. “I also had problems breathing. I
had a lisp.”
When she moved to New York
three years ago to take a job as
an actuary at a life insurance
company, she went to a third oral
surgeon to fix her lower jaw. This
time it worked, but her teeth were
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misaligned and discolored from the two
previous operations.
The oral surgeon referred her to a
cosmetic dentist. She said the procedure
has helped her professionally.
“My smile looks natural,” she said. “My
speech is better. I don’t have a lisp
anymore. I can eat. The veneers corrected the color and the functionality.”
There is academic research on
the business benefits of appearance. In
“Beauty IsWealth: C.E.O. Appearance
and Shareholder Value,”presented in
January, Joseph T. Halford and Scott H.
C. Hsu of the University of Wisconsin at
Milwaukee studied how a chief

executive’s appearance affected a
company’s stock price.
The professors assessed 667 chief
executives of companies in the Standard
& Poor’s 500-stock index using a facial
attractiveness index. They found that
appearance mattered, building on
other studies that linked personal
achievement to attractiveness.
Of course, in businesses founded
on beauty and vanity, a great smile is
everything. Julien Farel, a French-born
hairstylist who owns several beauty
businesses in the United States, said
that at age 45 he felt that he had to have
something done to continue to look
young.

“It was important for me not to age, but I’m
not someone who wants to go under the
needle,” he said.
For him, the price of 18 veneers
was a business expense. “I sell beauty,
and I want to look great,” he said. “This is
a very important part of who I am.”
But for others, these procedures are
about gaining a quiet confidence to go
about their regular lives. “I work in the
insurance industry, and appearance is not
as important for me as it is for someone
in modeling,” Ms. Wu said. But I feel it
gave me self-confidence. I feel more
confident going in to work.”

